
Advantages of traditional media

The use of traditional media is the most common way 
through which academic research is disseminated due to 
several major benefits offered by traditional media outlets.

1. Size of potential audience

Traditional media outlets have very established and long-
term readerships, meaning that research findings are 
communicated and disseminated beyond a specialised 
academic audience.

2. Prestige and status of outlets

Certain media outlets (particularly broadsheet newspapers 
such as The Telegraph and The Guardian, among others) 
have cultural and social prestige associated with them. This 
can influence perceptions regarding the quality of research 
presented in these outlets. 

3. Breadth, depth, reach and visibility

With the diversification of outlets in traditional media (e.g. 
BBC television, radio and website), research disseminated 
through traditional media outlets can reach audiences 
through a variety of means.

4. Development of ʻengagementʼ

When research is reported via traditional media, it is packed 
up in a story, contextualising the research in ʻreal lifeʼ. This 
links theory with practice and consequently demonstrates the 
ʻreal world impactʼ of linguistics research. 

Advantages of new media

New media, particularly academic blogs (cf. Walker 2006), 
provide a number of benefits, chief of which are:

1. Control of content

In putting research up on a blog, the researcher is in control of 
what content is made available and how the findings are 
presented.

2. Prevents editorial ʻslantʼ

The researcher decides on which elements of the research to 
foreground and highlight, and can decide on the articleʼs 
ʻpitchʼ. This ensures that the most important research findings 
are the focus of the article, and limits the development of 
ʻsensationalistʼ stories.

3. Direct engagement with readers

Social media technologies facilitate engagement with end 
users and consumers of the research through the use of 
comments, ensuring a ʻfeedback loopʼ and encouraging the 
research process to be dialogic rather than monologic 
(although dialogue can also happen through mainstream 
media outlets, see below).  

4. Makes research more transparent to non-academics

The research process is something which most researchers 
preserve for journal articles and monographs, but through the 
use of blogs and other social media, readers gain an insight 
into the day-to-day practices which constitute research.
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The News Cycle
Generally, academics do not engage in dialogue with the general 
public through mainstream media outlets about their research, and 
although the growth of social media provides more opportunities 
for continued conversations with non-academic audiences, it is 
debatable how far these opportunities should be used. One benefit 
of continued dialogue, however, is intervening in misinterpretation 
and misunderstanding of the research findings, and halting the 
progress of a misinformed ʻresearch news cycleʼ.

The Problem

Despite the growth of the ʻknowledge industryʼ, the status of arts and humanities 
research remains problematic and uncertain, and the recent decision to remove 
central funding for arts and humanities subjects (including linguistics) has 
resulted in increased attention on the role this area of research in the UK. This 
has forced arts and humanities departments to outline their value and to 
convince the general public of the relative importance of their research in 
contemporary society (Bullen, Robb, & Kenway 2004; Bates 2011).  

Part of the difficulty in convincing the general public that such research is 
worthwhile is due to the pervasive image of the aloof academic sitting in the 
ʻivory towerʼ with no understanding about the ʻreal worldʼ. This division between 
theoretical knowledge and real world applications has led to a number of issues 
related to developing effective public engagement with the research process 
and subsequent findings (Baron 2011). 

Linguistics, in particular, faces stiff challenges on its relevance in modern 
society, and public engagement is one opportunity to change dominant 
perspectives on the subject.

Traditional Public Engagement 

Academics have generally relied on traditional media outlets (television, radio, 
newspapers) to increase public engagement with their research and to get their 
research findings into the public domain, and with the rising importance of 
ʻimpactʼ as a measure of research success, public engagement will only 
become more important (cf. recent changes in how research will be evaluated in 
the Research Excellence Framework). 

The growth of social media (blogs, twitter, forums etc), however, offers an 
alternative way of facilitating public engagement beyond traditional media, and it 
is important that we critically evaluate the different ways we might be able to 
develop public engagement with academic research. 

What is also important is that researchers think about how social media might 
be able to be used as a source of data in its own right, and how dialogic 
engagement between researchers and non-academic audiences might be 
facilitated through social media. 

Using online media as a source of data

Research on Computer-Mediated Communication (CMC) has 
established itself as a key part of sociolinguistic research (cf. 
Hering 1996; Androutsopoulos 2004; Georgakopoulou 2004), 
with researchers focusing on identity construction (Burrell, 
Mabry & Allen 2010), performances of gender (Herring 2004), 
and code-switching (Hinrichs 2006), among other areas. One 
thing which remains under-investigated, however, is an 
examination of how the general public interacts with linguistic 
research. This is a particularly important deficiency to address 
due to the lack of  knowledge about what constitutes linguistics 
and its research agenda among the general public (Burns 2009:  
32).

From recent publicity surrounding an ESRC-funded PhD project 
on adolescent male language use in Glasgow, Scotland 
(Lawson 2011), data was collected from one comment thread in  
The Scotsman which discussed the main findings of the story. 
The original research (Lawson 2009) was intended to challenge 
the stereotype of ʻned speakʼ among adolescent Glaswegian 
males though an acoustic analysis of vocalic variation, and to 
investigate the relationship between language and violence 
among urban males, but only a small part of the research was 
reported in The Scotsman (the results of the vocalic variation). 

While the focus of the research was how specific patterns of 
linguistic variation among adolescent males in Glasgow were 
related to the construction of social identity, the story 
concentrated on how adolescents who were categorised as 
ʻnedsʼ might be identified through their speech.

The comment thread which accompanied the story illuminates a 
number of ideologies of language use, social stereotypes about 
ʻnedsʼ in Glasgow, and perspectives on academic research in 
linguistics, and as such is a rich source of data for 
sociolinguistic analysis.

Disadvantages of new media

Nevertheless, there are also significant disadvantages to 
using new media technologies, including: 

1. Smaller audiences

Since researchers specialise in a particular area, blogs used 
as an outlet for that research run the risk of being only 
attractive to a niche audience, limiting the amount of exposure 
the research gets. 

2. Requires cultivation of a ʻfollowingʼ

It takes time and effort (as well as continual updating of the 
blog) to generate a sizable online following. This is an acute 
problem for early career researchers and those beginning to 
establish a ʻdigital footprintʼ. 

3. Can still be picked up by mainstream news outlets

There is the possibility that mainstream media outlets will use 
your research findings, sometimes without your explicit 
knowledge, so control of your research may still be 
problematic even through the use of social media.

4. Research blogs get ʻdrowned outʼ online

Establishing a ʻdigital footprintʼ as a researcher means carving 
out a niche where your content is sufficiently distinctive 
enough from other researchers to keep visitors reading about 
your work. In the competitive world of online readership, this 
can be difficult to do. 

Disadvantages of traditional media

The disadvantages of traditional media in research reporting have 
been well noted (Baron 2010), and include:

1. Editors can skew or distort the research

Researchers are often wary of how findings might be represented 
by a journalist in the final product, and with no control of the content 
during the various copy-editing processes a story goes through, the 
press release and the story in the newspaper may be two quite 
different things.

2. Loss of authorial autonomy

Researchers provide the main findings to the news media (typically 
in the form of a press release). The press release serves as the 
bare bones of the story which a journalist then has to transform into 
a readable story by the general public. This process removes the 
researcher from the story-writing process and offers no opportunity 
for a researcher to be involved in the shape of the final product.

4. Dilution of research findings

While a researcher may be careful to state that a particular finding 
is only applicable if constraints x, y and z are met, journalists are 
generally more interested in the ʻbigʼ conclusions than the details 
(Baron 2011: 29). A journalist might dilute important details which 
can potentially impact on how the conclusions of the research are 
interpreted by the general public. 

5. Misrepresentation of findings/conclusions

At worst, a journalist might misrepresent research, either through a 
genuine misunderstanding or through a particular editorial slant 
they wish to add to the story. Again, without authorial control, a 
researcher has limited power to intervene in such situations. 

Stereotypes and Negative Ideologies

A range of negative stereotypes were utilised in the comment 
thread which highlighted the marginalised position occupied by 
urban adolescent males who might be identified as ̒ nedsʼ. Such 
negative stereotypes included assumptions of violence 
(Tartancult), inappropriate social behaviour (Al) and criminality 
(Media for One). That these discourses are regularly invoked in 
ʻoff-lineʼ discussions about ʻnedsʼ shows how prevalent and 
well-entrenched such ideologies are, but they also provide 
opportunities for sociolinguistic research to contest and 
challenge these stereotypes.

Tartancult

Truncated Ne'er do well? Doesn't really matter, all of them are 
stupid cowardly sociopaths. Bit of a pointless exercise really, we 
all know that the guttural outpourings of these people merely 
approximate the language the rest of use.

Al

I prefer the term "social r£tard" to "ned" as it conveys the r
£tarded nature of their social development.

Media for one

Once you get people working for their dole money they take 
pride in themselves as they soon begin to obtain a sense of self 
worth, thus their lives change for the better. You dont make dole 
claimers do community service as a punishment, you do it to 
give back to the tax payer whilst offering a sense of worth to the 
person which in turn will work its way through the community.

This will assist in removing the NED culture and helping people 
progress.

Perspectives on Linguistic Research

Research in linguistics (particularly in sociolinguistics) is 
generally unreported by the mainstream media. Consequently, 
the value and impact of such research may not be immediately 
discernible to the general public and the relevance of 
sociolinguistic research might be questioned. 

Various comments related to this issue were posted by readers 
of The Scotsman article, highlighting the need to continued 
engagement and educat ion about the purpose of 
sociolinguistic research. 
 
Kronos

Someone really studied this for 3 years? What an  
unbelievably pointless exercise.

Alternative (High-Octane) Fuel Head

Wouldn't it be better to spend money on dealing with the 
problems that these kind of people cause, as opposed to 
paying academics to study how they talk.

Andy Pandy

Seriously another waste of money - someone studied this? 

My favourite was always the scene in chewin the fat: "Geez a 
gonk ya dobbar" or "Can a git a swaatch at yer f4nnie"

Dr. Lawson and team probably spent weeks on these....
The Mucky White Leather Club

So tribal groupings of individuals have their own verbal 
nuances to distinguish them from others. Groundbreaking. 
Sometimes academics need a good kick to the haw maws.
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